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Getting bullish on Asian 5G - Global Weekly
Review

This week we published on our evolving and more upbeat thesis on Asian consumer 5G (HERE), having visited

the telcos in China (see HERE for feedback), Korea (HERE) and Japan (HERE) as well as Huawei (HERE).

Despite downbeat expectations we now see the potential for 5G to drive meaningful revenue growth

improvements in those countries in Asia that are able to monetise as they have the capacity in place. The 5G

handset price premium is dropping rapidly suggesting limited barriers to uptake. Operators are expected to

see a  c. 20% 5G ARPU uplift in the region, and we think the core use cases (including interactive TV and cloud

gaming) could lead to a step up in high end data volumes from c. 20GB/month to potentially 50-100GB/month

or even higher.

(more…)
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